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The following text is a conceptual and formal analysis of a new jazz orchestra work 
premiered by the University of Texas Jazz Orchestra on April 13, 2019. The piece, Frost, 
explores new conceptual and structural devices inspired by the works and writings of various 
20th century and contemporary composers from both the classical and jazz traditions. By 
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the piece, and this document, will provide new possibilities for creative exploration to composers 
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Chapter 1: Conceptualization 
Interests, Inspiration 
Having spent much of the summer, fall, and winter of 2018 researching and studying 
diverse compositional practices and techniques, Frost, a new work for jazz orchestra, was 
influenced by a broad range of concepts and theoretical writings.  
Composer Manuella Blackburn’s article titled, The Visual Sound-Shapes of 
Spectromorphology: an illustrative guide to composition, presents a review of the dimensional, 
graphic, gestural terminology and imagery that has emerged from attempts by composers and 
theorists to describe the perceived characteristics of electro-acoustic music.  Blackburn goes on 1
to argue that this ever-expanding catalogue of terminology and graphic illustration can provide 
composers of instrumental music a powerful wellspring of ideas and approaches to writing. 
Many of the primary melodic/linear ideas in Frost were first conceived as gestural shapes either 
drawn out on manuscript paper, physically conducted, or mimed. 
Composers Maria Schneider  and Bob Brookmeyer  have each described the way their 2 3
works are deeply informed by the perceived physical sense of weight and movement of sound 
structures; the way that sounds press, pull, glide, and emerge. For me, this abstract aural sense of 
momentum and physical weight plays a major role in designing vertical structures. Similarly, 
composer Christopher Theofanidis has described melodic and rhythmic gestures as having an 
 Manuella Blackburn, The Visual Sound-Shapes of Spectromorphology: an illustrative guide to composition (Cambridge 1
University Press, 2011).
 Maria Schneider, Evanescence: Complete Scores (UE Publishing Musikverlags GmbH, 1998).2
 Rayburn Wright, Inside the Score (Kendor Music, Inc., Delevan, NY, 1982).3
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essential  “brushstroke” quality and he has talked about recognizing and fulfilling the innate 
momentum and continuity of a line as a physical gesture.   4
Ex. 1.1 Images from Blackburn “Sound-Shapes” article.  
 
 
 Christopher Theofanidis, personal communication, June 20184
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intentions of representing swirling water, an aural
illusion was constructed by repeatedly panning an
iterative loop (Sound example 8). The multidirectional
trajectories of figure 14 similarly informed the
organisation of sound materials to represent swift bird-
flight motion in The Crane (Origami, miniature II), by
overlapping multiple bird song events and parabolas
(Sound example 9).
3.5. Visual archetypes and analogies
Many of the sound-shapes illustrated in this article
have been conceived from instances and interactions
with the author’s personal cultural experience. These
experiences have not always been exclusively aural
to be relevant and transferable to composition. In one
example, the emergence and disappearance sound-
shapes (figures 3 and 4) can be considered as archetypal
forms, derivative of digital waveforms and hairpins
in instrumental notation. In another example, the dis-
sipation in figure 11 is analogous to the movement of
bubbles in a carbonated drink (figure 15), this time with
the directional motion being from bottom to top.
Frequently, visual archetypes are utilised in gra-
phic scores and instrumental notation of electro-
acoustic works to represent sonic material attributes
and synchronicity of the separate voices, as in Rajmil
Fischman’s work No Me Quedoy for saxophone,
bassoon, violoncello, percussion and digital audio
(figure 16). Drawing upon such archetypes is sug-
gestive of a common, collective response to sound
when generating visual equivalents, and it is from this
perspective that my own personal approach has
grown and developed.
3.6. Further analogies and interpretations
Spectromorphological vocabulary and visualisations
provide starting points for creativity by inspiring
compositional activity. Prescribing further detail such
as articulation, motion or spatial trajectory may sti-
pulate too many requirements at such an early stage
in the process. An advantageous consequence of these
unspecified qualities, coupled with the subjective
nature of these images, is the range of interpretation
possibilities, giving rise to a vast number of aural
representations of a given spectromorphological sound-
shape or word. Further examples of macro-composite
terminology include turbulence (figures 17 and 18),
crossover (figures 19 and 20) and overlap (figures 21
and 22), which are displayed with possible derivative
analogies.
It is important to note that delivering an accurate
aural equivalent of a visual sound-shape is not the
purpose of this research activity. Visualisations are
utilised as influential aids inspiring creativity, as
opposed to descriptors identifiable in the finished
output. The musical result remains the focus, so as to
avoid a commentary of methodological steps taken in
the piece’s composition. In fact, the composed result
is often far removed from the initial text or visual
inspiration. In most cases my compositional intuition
has taken over from these initial starting points in
order to develop these ideas into the final music.
Sound example 10, taken from my work Spectral
Spaces (2008), demonstrates this evolutionary trans-
formation from image to resulting sound. In this case,
the sound materials were initially informed by the
layered streams visual in figure 23.
4. VOCABULARY EXPANSION
The vocabulary of spectromorphology is by no
means a closed or comprehensive tool for descriptive
and compositional purposes. Compositional practice
demands individual tools and strategies, and, in many
Figure 14. Multidirectional.
Figure 15. Dissipation analogy.
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revealing how three separate sounds could be linked
together, and, most importantly, provides a starting
point for composition. My own work has benefited
from this visual assemblage technique when creatin
gestural events. Movie example 2 demonstrates how
the individual sound components of figure 3 are
pieced together, as found in my acousmatic work
Dance Machine (2009).
2.5. Structuring
Sound units are ideal for generating small ideas when
constructing new material; however, these need not
exist in isolation, as constructing a series of sound
units would most likely lead to a disconnected
soundworld. To remedy this, ‘sound units can be
strung together to form longer phrase lengths’
(Blackburn 2009) forming morphological strings.4 In
this process of extension it is common for sounds
to exhibit dual functionality. Figure 5 demonstrates
an arrival doubling as a termination for the first
sound unit (1) and as an attack (onset) for the second
unit (2). The second unit’s termination provides the
onset for a third unit (3) and so on.
Movie example 3 demonstrates the construction of
dual functionality in a section of my work Kitchen
Alchemy (2007, 100100–102600). This particular composi-
tion was created e tirely fr m morphological strings,
and as a result establishes a reliance upon gestural ‘goal
posts’ (a, c, e and g, figure 5) connected together by
pedal-like continuants (b, d and f, figure 5) throughout.
2.6. Pedagogy
Providing a visual guide to creating small-scale struc-
tures proves invaluable in educational situations where
purely descriptive detail may appear too conceptual to
grasp (Blackburn 2009). Introducing basic assemblage
techniques using spectromorphological concepts has
been trialled at the University of Manchester for three
consecutive years (2008–10), providing a useful peda-
gogical strategy for teaching students with little or no
knowledge of acousmatic music. Composition students
were presented with a collection of sounds, categorised
as starts, middles and ends (onsets, continuants and
terminations), and then asked to build their own sound
units from this pre-determined pool of sounds. Images
were used to introduce struct ring processes (figure 6).
Figure 3. Sound unit – emergence, transition, release.
Figure 4. Sound unit – upbeat, statement, disappearance.
Figure 5. Dual functionality in a morphological string.
Figure 6. Starts, middles and ends.
4‘But morphologies are not just isolated objects. They may be
linked or merged in strings to create hybrids’ (Smalley 1986: 71).
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composites previously discussed. Macro-composites
can account for all sonic activity in whole phrases
or sections of a work. Composing a structure of this
sort is a challenging activity to engage with, as there
are more sound materials to co-ordinate over longer
durations. There is also the danger of being over-
prescriptive when dealing with extended time frames
since morphologies often develop other inherent
or organic behaviours over time that might not be
predicted when starting out. In some instances,
efforts to impose a particular large-scale shape or
evolution on a section may be contrary to the implied
local development arising from a given sound’s
spectromorphology. The ‘bottom up’ approach to
composition could be potentially compromised over
such longer time frames, showing why vocabulary-
informing strategies seem more successfully imple-
mented in shorter structures, where a greater degree
of control can be applied. Nevertheless, macro-
composite structuring should not be ruled out, as in
many cases these words can lead to some interesting
and cohesive results.
3.3. Macro-composite time frames
Figure 11 presents a visual macro-composite dis-
sipation. It is possible to consider this morphology
occurring over a variety of time frames, ranging from
a few seconds to a whole phrase or even an entire
section, several minutes in duration.
In using dissipation (extracted from the motion and
growth process word-set, figure 12) to inform the
creation of a whole passage it should be mentioned
that this descriptive label does not solely define a
sound’s sonic attributes. On the contrary, this com-
posed sound (or collection of sounds) will inherently
display a whole range of sonic qualities: for example,
it will possess occupancy within spectral space,
structural function (onset, continuant and termination),
motion and behaviour. This is also true for the image
itself. While most of the previously introduced shapes
have been block-like for purposes of discussing
structural properties, dissipation (figure 11) indicates
a detailed textural quality. Increasing the shape’s
complexity in this instance provides a further ‘handle’
to engage with when aurally realising a sound-shape.
Sound example 7 demonstrates a dissipation informed
by this visualisation, where the glitch-like intrinsic
components are scattered and eventually dissolve.
3.4. Circular motion perception
It is worth considering images suggestive of cyclic/
centric trajectories while on the topic of motion and
growth processes. Figures 13 and 14 present sound-
shapes that appear to travel backwards through their
curving shapes. This aural impossibility, due to music’s
temporal and linear existence, was approached when
creating two macro-composite structures in my work
Origami (2007). The word pericentrality and its asso-
ciative imagery were used in the creation of The
Goldfish (Origami, miniature IV). To achieve my
Figure 11. Dissipation.
Figure 12. Motion and growth processes (Smalley 1997: 116).
Figure 13. Pericentrality.
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Harmonic and linear concepts from Ludmila Ulehla’s Contemporary Harmony: 
Romanticism through the Twelve-Tone Row , and Vincent Persichetti’s Twentieth Century 5
Harmony , provided starting points for many of the underlying ideas in Frost. Those concepts 6
include: polychordal / polytonal writing; interval structures and fluid tonal associations; 
symmetrical hexatonic structures (melodic and harmonic); twelve-tone scale writing (not to be 
confused with serialism); the tonal and/or harmonic implications of linear material. 
Maria Schneider’s works, many of which feature alternative, expanded formal frameworks 
and extended soloist sections, have been a major influence.  Cedric Thorpe Davie’s writing in 7
Musical Structure and Design  has influenced me greatly regarding the conceptualization of 8
larger forms and the critical role of modulation in dramatic forms. Also regarding form, 
composer John Mill’s ideas about the importance of climaxes and arrival points, and the 
conceptualization of form on many levels (macro to micro) throughout all stages of composition, 
have greatly influenced my approach.  9
Aesthetic Proposition and Goals 
In writing Frost, my principle goals were: to keep a sense of propulsion and continuity, to 
create a sense of multidimensionality through timbral diversity, and to create effective contrasts 
in density and pacing.  
 Ludmila Ulehla, Contemporary Harmony: Romanticism through the Twelve-Tone Row (Advance Music).5
 Vincent Persichetti, Twentieth Century Harmony: Creative Aspects and Practice (W.W. Norton & Company, NY, 1961).6
 Schneider, Evanescence: Complete Scores.7
 Cedric Thorpe Davie, Musical Structure and Design (Dover Publications, Inc., 1966).8
 Dr. John Mills, personal communication, University of Texas at Austin, 2016-19.9
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Issues, Tendencies, Challenges 
One of the most challenging aspects in writing this piece was the necessity to find or create 
solutions for fundamental musical elements such as the creation of interplay between tension and 
release, continuity, cadence, etc., while exploring fundamentally unstable, fluid ideas. By 
establishing a non-conventional framework of ideas and tonal material, the harmonic and linear 
devices typically used to mediate musical flow become unavailable, and, in order to maintain a 
sense of continuity and connection, it becomes necessary to find unique structures and gestures 
not based on conventional diatonic function. In other words, once a principal texture and set of 
ideas is presented (in this case, polychordal / polytonal colors and highly chromatic gestures), I 
could not easily revert to conventional, tonal/diatonic devices or progressions in order to solve 
the basic problems involved in creating a cohesive musical narrative.  
!4
Chapter 2: Primary Ideas and Structures 
One of the first things I did when sketching material for Frost was to catalogue all major 
triad polychord combinations from the 11 available intervals above a single base structure and 
describe the aural characteristics of each resultant polychord (Ex 2.1). Finally, after taking notes 
on the qualities and possible tonal associations of each triad interval pair (Ex. 2.2), I chose a few 
that I felt would be most suitable for incorporation (bold font in Ex. 2.2). The following 
examples are piano reductions of the primary ideas and structures that inform all aspects of the 
piece. 















































All major triad polychord interval possibilities:
Ex. 2.2 Polychord List and Notes 
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Major Triad Polychord Notes (Over C) 
Db: dissonant, tense. Dom.7 feel, Phrygian / 7susb9 sound. 
D: consonant, lydian sound 
Eb: dissonant, #9 sound if full triad base. C-7 sound if P5 shell in base. 
E: Consonant augmented maj7 sound, symmetrical hexatonic-ish. 
F: consonant. Maj7add4 or Csus sound.  
F#: Tritone polychord 
G: consonant. Maj7add9  
Ab: dissonant hex sound. Over P5 shell: 7susb9. Over triad: maj hex polychord sound.  
A: consonant. Cmaj7b2, A7#9. Depends on voicing / inversion. A split third chord. 
Bb: consonant C7sus or C7add4 sound. 
B: dissonant, high tension. 2 maj7 intervals occur.  
!1
After selecting the major triad interval pairing of a major sixth, I created a 10-note hybrid 
scale constructed by combining the chord scales of each triad, one Ionian, the other Lydian (Ex. 
2.3). The following example also includes some of my initial line gesture sketches, parts of 
which I extracted to create the primary ideas from which the piece is built. 
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œ œ œ œb œb œb œ œ œn .œn œ
U
∑
C major scale Ab lydian scale
10-note Hybrid Scale
primary motif extracted
Gesture sketches using hybrid scale inspiration:
The power of 4th/5th melodic intervals 
allows for fast tonicization of distinct chords / keys.
C Ab E
Eventually, I arrived at the following key ideas which inform the piece and appear in all 
instruments and all ranges at one point or another. Note the clear ascending or descending 
gestural contour of each idea.  
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U Œ œ# œ œU Œ3
3
∑
‰ œ œ œ œU Ó
3
Ó œ œ œ œb œU
3
Primary polychord color / tonality. 
Major chords a sixth away. 
Hybrid Scale Line Gesture
Primary melodic interval motif occuring throughout, in all ranges and instruments. 
M2 (sometimes m2) and P5. Various inversions used.
Chapter 3: Form 
Form Outline 
In this chapter, we will examine the formal construction through macro, mezzo, and micro 
diagram representations. The overall form is a very long AABA framework (Exposition, Solo, 
and Recapitulation). The introduction, transition sections, and coda are texturally related and 
serve as contrasting, connective elements which enable a sense of continuity over the rather long 
form. The solo section serves as kind of development section, recalling primary exposition ideas 
and foreshadowing the recapitulation material.  
Ex. 3.1 Text-block Form Diagram (next page). Note the highly symmetrical nature of the   
overall form.  
!9
Ex. 3.1 (continued)  
!10
Form 
General Outline with Rehearsal Marks 
!1
EXPOSITION 
1a - 1b 
T1   
2a - 2b - 2c - 2d
INTRO 
SOLO SECTION (AABA) 






4a - 4b - 4c - 4d
CODA 
Form: Macro View 
The following diagram shows a macro view of the form with the duration of each section in 
measures. This schematic view reveals the major rehearsal letters and the average length of 
phrases, giving us a clearer sense of the overall architecture of the exposition, solo, and 
recapitulation sections. 








































































































































































































































































































































Form: Mezzo View 
The following mezzo view form diagram similarly displays the sectional architecture of the 
piece, only this time with relevant notes about key moments and features. Note the semi-
transitional sections built into the narrative form, mm. 32-43, mm. 84-89, and mm. 90-96. 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Form: Micro View (Highlights) 
In the following pages, we take a closer look at some key passages, focusing on primary 
ideas, development of motifs, contrasting passages, and the structure of the solo form.  
Analysis begins with the introduction, transition,  and coda material (Ex. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6) 
presented with either full or reduced score excerpts. These sections are presented together due to 
their closely related textural function. This is followed by an excerpt of the first full statement of 
primary ideas and motifs at rehearsal section 1a (Ex. 3.7), and an in-depth analysis of the solo 
form including harmony and key points of interest (Ex. 3.8). Finally, we arrive at excerpts from 
the recapitulation, with relevant notes.  (Ex. 3.8, 3.9, 3.10). 
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Ex. 3.4 Introduction. Note the introductory piano and drum gestures establishing the 
polytonal framework. The niente brass and reed entrances overlapping create a sense of 
tonal ambiguity and fluidity and the improvised kalimba accents paired with percussion 








































































































































































Trumpet in Bb 1
Trumpet in Bb 2
Trumpet in Bb 3
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x x f 1 ® 1 ® x> ® f̂ ® œ e œ x> e 1 1 œ> 1 œ 1. 1. 1.
P
sparse percussive ad lib
paper card between strings
Straight q = 70
kalymba murmurs
F f
brushes wood block / percussion layer / rim clicks etc.
freely orchestrate similar percussive contours.
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Ex. 3.5 Transition 1. This first major transition section recalls the slower pacing, softer, 
chorale feeling and timbral dimensionality of the introduction. Note the motivic statements 
beginning with piano and guitar and growing to include mixed winds as the passage 
progresses. 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Ex. 3.5 (continued)  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Ex. 3.6 Coda. The coda recalls the introduction and transition settings, only this time using 
semi-improvisational notation to achieve the desired effect. Note the single-note tremolo 
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Ex. 3.7 Section 1a. This is the first big ensemble statement of the primary idea. Note the 








































































































































































Trumpet in Bb 1
Trumpet in Bb 2
Trumpet in Bb 3
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sparse percussive ad lib
paper card between strings
Straight q = 70
kalymba murmurs
F f
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Ex. 3.7 (continued)  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Ex. 3.8 Solo Section Form: Long 70 measure AABA. Primarily in F minor, the A sections 
begin with a four-measure approach progression leading to F minor. The subsequent four 
measures firmly reinforce F minor as the tonal center of the phrase. In section 3c, note the 
Eb over B polychord moving to G# minor, the relative minor of the bottom polychord 
























Bb+4 A-7 Ab+4 F-7 Db+4 Bb-7 Db+4/C





i bVI iv V7
chords approaching F-7, starting with iv
i
bVI iv ii-7b5 V7 i iv vii or iv/tt i (tonicized) V7 of B-
modulation / turnaround to B-
modal 
ambiguation
strong movement back to F-
Deceptive resolution to polychord with B as base structure.
I - vi sequence introduced. Relative vi becomes top structure of next polychord. Dominant preparation to last 'A'










F+4 D ø/E A+4
FROST
Form: Solo Form
ª Ending / extension modulating to A major so as to create 
a sense of resolution but also creating a feeling of expectation / continuation. 
Ex. 3.9 Section 4a, Start of Recapitulation. Note the primary idea from the exposition 
stated clearly in measure 163 (now in a new key).  
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Ex. 3.10 Section 4b, Polychordal Sequence. This figure recalls the harmonic sequence 
established in the solo section (polychord followed by its relative minor). Here it is used as 
a modulation device over which primary motifs are dovetailed and embellished.  
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Ex. 3.11 Section 4d, Final Climax Build. Note the gradual coalescing of highly 
contrapuntal figures into concerted structures.  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Chapter 4: Orchestration 
One of my primary goals in writing Frost was the exploration of new timbral colors and 
settings for large jazz ensemble. Extended and/or unconventional timbres, cross-section 
coupling, auxiliary percussion, sectional dovetailing, and the use of the rhythm section as an 
orchestrational accent are central to the construction and character of this piece. Here are some 
notes and characteristics I have observed.  
Timbre 
By utilizing extended techniques and carefully prepared timbral combinations in the 
introduction and coda, the possibility of a wide range of coloristic and rhythmic textures is 
established, and the tone of the piece is set. Key timbral features include: the use of kalimba; 
drums with brushes clicking on rims; group tremolo improvisation with delicate whisper tone; 
altissimo register and bowed bass; guitar prepared with a card inserted across the strings for non-
pitched, percussive effect; Piano and guitar as melodic support and accentuation when paired 
with winds. 
Coupling and Instrumentation  
In order to decompress the dynamic range of the ensemble as a whole, I often have the first 
alto chair play soprano sax exclusively. The resultant decompression that this creates is 
invaluable as the soprano can easily execute upper register figures while remaining agile and 
dynamically sensitive. Piano and guitar both pair exceptionally well with brass or reed lines, at 
once lending clarity through the percussive nature of their attacks and also smoothening and 




In addition to using the rhythm section instruments as percussive, timbral support for the 
winds, I try make sure each instrument makes a specific, intentional contribution to the 
ensemble. Piano and guitar are most often assigned specific melodic or chordal accentuation 
figures and, in the interest of clarity and careful distribution of weight, almost never play 
simultaneous vertical structures.  
Similarly, I often use the bass as a timbral rather than harmonic-support instrument. 
Selective medium and high range bass coupling can add a beautiful, percussive, warm accent to 
mid-range figures. Bowing, including the use of harmonics and circular bowing, allow for a huge 
range of color accents. In order to support key vertical structures, upper register perfect fifth 
structures in the bass result in rich overtone accentuation across the ensemble, even if the attack 
itself is not prominently heard.  
The role of the drum set as orchestrational accent vs. time-keeping instrument poses an 
interesting code-switch challenge for drummers, but can yield great ensemble results. For 
example, since much of the exposition material is primarily intricate, orchestrational accents (Ex. 
4.1) rather than time-keeping with kicks, moments with sparser notation or chord slashes can 
lead to sudden moments of inactivity or inertia in which the drummer has to code-switch into 
more of an improvisational time-keeping role. These kinds of moments must be mediated in 
rehearsal and by the addition of performance notes such as ‘keep momentum’, ’lead in’, or other 
similar instructions.    
The following examples highlight some of these rhythm section orchestration concepts. 
!29
Ex. 4.1 Drum Set Improvisational and Timbral Range. Note the intricate rhythmic figures 
coupled with the rapid, chromatic reed lines. The lack of kicks in measure 19 poses the risk 
of an energy drop which must be mediated.  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Ex. 4.2 Detail of Drum Notation. A closer look at the rhythm section and drum notation 
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Ex. 4.3 Bass Altissimo Register Detail. The upper register db adds a beautiful percussive 
foundation for vertical structures in the winds, piano, and guitar. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
I hope that the analysis and notes presented here, while certainly not exhaustive, provide a 
clearer look at a contemporary jazz orchestra piece featuring modern compositional ideas not 
commonly seen in large jazz ensemble works. While I am fairly satisfied with the the end results, 
I do recognize occasional passages which I think could be further refined. Regarding my initial 
aesthetic proposition and goals, I think that I was reasonably successful in exploring new 
harmonic concepts, maintaining propulsion and continuity, creating a sense of 
multidimensionality through timbral diversity, and utilizing contrasts in density and pacing to 
keep a larger sense of breath and momentum throughout the form.  
Some things that could be further refined are: an extended, more dynamic section of 
soloist-background interaction and climax within the solo form; a smoother transition between 
polychordal, chromatic, unstable material and conventional, diatonic passages. Some aspects of 
drum notation and performance notes could have made the drummer’s job more intuitive. There 
are also moments in which I could have included more bass arco accents, harmonics, and 
extended techniques, especially during the introduction and transition sections. 
I believe the material and concepts developed in this piece present many new possibilities 
for further exploration for composers, directors, and performers alike. 
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